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1.	 Introduction: The Culprit behind Opacity 
	 The history of OT can be characterized partially as the history in which 
various correspondence relations in phonology and morphology have been 
understood by using faithfulness constraints, such as input-output, 
base-reduplicant, output-output, transderivational identity, paradigm 
uniformity, antifaithfulness, and so on. The birth of Correspondence Theory 
circa 1995 was nothing but a landmark in the OT history and ignited lots of 
studies about correspondence thereafter. On the other hand, the history of 
OT can also be characterized partially as the history of repeated trials and 
revisions in order to overcome opacity. The advent of Sympathy Theory circa 
1997 was no doubt a critical point in the OT history and instigated various 
works on solving opacity thereafter. But these two historic events are neither 
unrelated nor a coincidence. In fact, they are cause and effect, and the latter 
is even an inevitable chain reaction to the former. Thus, overcoming opacity 
has become an urgent mission for OT in parallel with uncovering 
correspondence. 
	 The schema in (1) shows an idea of how they are in the cause-effect 
relation, or how correspondence causes an opacity effect. Correspondence 
Theory, unlike Containment Theory with Parse/Fill faithfulness constraints, 
has lost important information in the output representation on behalf of 
correspondences with Max/Dep faithfulness constraints. 
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	 	 (1) Correspondence and Opacity 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The crucial point is whether output representations contain information on 
how outputs are derived. In Correspondence Theory, AB after C-deletion is 
no different from underlying AB; likewise, ABC after C-epenthesis is no 
different from underlying ABC. In short, derivational history cannot be read 
off solely from outputs, and the underlying contrasts between /AB/ and /ABC/ 
are lost in the cases of both deletion and epenthesis. This is exactly where 
opacity lies, or the culprit of the problem. In contrast, Containment Theory 
literally contains derivational history, and the underlying contrasts between 
/AB/ and /ABC/ are reflected in the output representations of AB<C> vs. AB 
and of ABC vs. ABC, although each pair has the same pronunciation on the 
surface. In other words, the outputs of AB<C>, AB, ABC, and ABC show that 
their corresponding inputs are uniquely /ABC/, /AB/, /AB/, and /ABC/, 
respectively. The ‘hidden properties’ at the core are known completely from 
the representations on the surface. This is why the original OT with 
containment was called ‘output-oriented’.1  
	 The situation is just like a game to ‘spot the difference’ as in (2).  
 
	 	 (2) Spot the Difference 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                   
1 For the definition of containment, McCarthy and Prince (1993: 21) state that “[n]o 
element may be literally removed from the input form and that [t]he input is thus 
contained in every candidate form.” 
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If you are shown an original and its corresponding manipulated pictures, you 
have to search both of them for the differences again and again. However, if 
the manipulated picture is shown in a contained manner, you do not have to 
look back at the original one. In fact, the answers are obvious only from the 
manipulated one as it contains all information about how the original one is 
changed, and the game does not stand up at all. That is, a contained 
representation makes a question out of the question and a before/after 
relation self-evident in a single picture. To answer it is to represent it in 
contained fashion. 
	 In the following sections, we will present a principled way based on this 
insight to solve opacity, but the Zeitgeist in the 1990s required 
correspondence to be substituted for containment. So specific mechanisms 
were proposed that make up for the ‘missed properties’ in correspondence, 
such as local conjunction (Kirchner (1996)), sympathy (McCarthy (1999)), 
OO-correspondence (Benua (1997/2000)), Stratal OT (Bermúdez-Otero 
(1999)), turbid representations (Goldrick (2001)), targeted constraints 
(Wilson (2001)), PC theory (Łubowicz (2003)), comparative markedness 
(McCarthy (2003)), OT-CC (McCarthy (2007)), Harmonic Serialism 
(McCarthy (2008a) et seq.), and so on, although they were used for other 
purposes as well. Attractive as these proposals might seem, it has turned out 
that any of them lacks a finishing stroke or a decisive blow strong enough to 
clinch its case against the culprit of opacity: some are empirically 
impoverished or superfluous, others are theoretically too complicated in their 
mechanics, and still others demand a radical revisions of such basic 
architectural assumptions in OT as GEN and EVAL. In fact, recent 
developments in OT have been focused on the last resort, Harmonic 
Serialism (HS),2 and this may be one way to prove a breakthrough in the 
fight to conquer opacity by revising the assumptions in GEN and EVAL. But 
another way is Turbid OT as Tanaka (2014a,b,c, 2015, 2016) proposes, which 
is a parallel but not classic OT framework for tackling opacity while keeping 
the assumptions in GEN and EVAL as they are. We will offer an array of 
                                                   
2 This tendency is clear from a collection of papers in McCarthy and Pater eds. (2016) 
whose publication appears to be a grand project mainly of UMass researchers. 
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arguments for the latter theory in the subsequent sections, and there are 
several reasons for us to avoid taking the former way in the first place. 
	 First, according to McCarthy (2006, 2008a, 2009), HS, serial OT, is said to 
have some advantages over parallel OT with respect to typological 
predictions (including a solution to the so-called too-many-repairs problem), 
but typological restrictiveness may prove to be just a theoretical illusion in 
OT. Blaho and Rice (2014: 8-10) states that “[s]ince the overwhelming 
majority of existing languages are still undescribed, and most other 
languages only received impressionistic descriptions, our understanding of 
what is impossible is tentative at best,” that “[i]n fact, many language types 
thought to be impossible have recently been shown to exist,” and hence that 
“proposing a theoretical tool solely for the purpose of excluding a 
non-existing pattern decreases the coherence of the theory. … [T]heoretical 
innovations should always be based on existing patterns, not motivated by 
trying to exclude unattested patters.” So it is true that typology is important 
in theory construction as ever, but not a sole source in evaluation metric.  
	 Second, according to McCarthy (2011: 1015), “OT is hard, but HS makes it 
even harder. In parallel OT, typology follows from hypotheses about the 
constraint set. In HS, typology follows from a combination of hypotheses 
about GEN and the constraint set.” This point, i.e., hypotheses about GEN in 
HS, is too hard a nut to crack, as the definitions of ‘gradualness’ are still 
unclear and far from unanimous among analysts. What does it actually 
mean that GEN is limited to making just ‘one change’ at a time? What 
change counts as ‘one’? The change of a segment or a feature value? What if 
the change of a feature value redundantly entails that of another? Are there 
any differences between oral and laryngeal features or between place and 
manner features? What about the deletion or epenthesis of a segment 
comprising multiple feature values? Or what about operations on prosodic 
features such as stress and tone? All these issues are still under dispute and 
virtually have no consensus, and proponents of HS might say that these 
unknown factors make it all the more interesting. However, changing 
hypotheses about GEN along these lines might amount to overdoing or 
underdoing the desirable typological predictions. So a possibility of 
tampering with the basic architecture in OT might lead to a double-edged 
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sword for typological restrictiveness.  
	 Third, from the viewpoint of analysts, taking into account hypotheses 
about CON and GEN requires much heavier load than simply those about 
CON. In addition to the number of components to be considered, the nature 
of serial vs. parallel also matters here. In electric circuits consisting of one 
battery and three components (i.e., resistors), the same amount of electrons 
must flow equally at each of the three components of a series circuit, while 
only one third of electrons must flow dispersively at each of the three of a 
parallel circuit. This means that the consumption or exhaustion of electric 
power is heavier in a series circuit than in a parallel circuit. In the same way, 
analysts in HS must devote their energy equally to each of the three 
components CON, GEN, and EVAL at every path/trial of local optimality and 
it repeats until harmonic ascent reaches convergence. However, analysts in 
parallel OT have only to focus their saved energy disparsively on the three, 
actually on CON, in the single system of global optimality. Economy and 
simplicity are essential factors in theory as well as in analysis. 
	 Fourth, OT should be a theory of the content and interaction of constraints 
in CON, not a theory of GEN or EVAL, because the latter two are part of the 
mechanical primitives in the established platform. Tampering with them 
(just like Harmonic Grammar) is possible but not probable theorizing in OT 
any more than abandoning hypothesis about the violability of constraints or 
the richness of the base. In fact, as McCarthy (2008b: 27) himself originally 
stated, “research in OT is primarily focused on developing and improving 
hypotheses about the constraints in CON in order to understand and 
eventually solve specific empirical problems.” To put differently, “[a]ny OT 
analysis is a partial theory of CON as well as a description of some facts. The 
ultimate goal of the analysis is to support claims about the universal 
properties of CON.” (McCarthy (2008b: 31). This is because the universal 
properties of GEN and EVAL are axiomatic or even trivial. If so, why not go 
back to the original claim in order to solve opacity problems, instead of 
changing the basic architecture of GEN and EVAL?  
	 These are the reasons why we explore here how containment eradicates 
opacity and revives OT in parallel, instead of doing it in HS-like serial 
fashion. If parallel OT can overcome opacity, it has significant advantages in 
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terms of economy and simplicity. 
 
2.	 The Building Blocks of Turbid Optimality Theory 
	 Turbidity is one of the notions that concerns containment and was 
originally defined by Goldrick (2001: 13) as “a single complex representation 
which incorporates covert, structural relationships (projection) and audible, 
surface relationships (pronunciation)”(emphasis by us). He interprets it as 
denoting some underlying-surface relations between prosodic structure and 
segmental material in autosegmental fashion and successfully showed a 
specific case for solving opacity. 
	 But we propose to apply it very differently and extend the notion to more 
general affairs: we simply apply it to the parsed/unparsed and filled/unfilled 
relations (and even to the identical/unidentical relation as we will see below) 
in the output representations. For example, in (1), the contrasting pairs of 
AB<C> vs. AB and of ABC vs. ABC are different in covert, structural 
projection, but are the same in audible, surface pronunciation, respectively. 
Note also that this view is radically different from the original notion of 
containment proposed in Prince and Smolensky (1993/2004) as well, since, 
for example, the segmental material is undetermined when elements in the 
output are not filled with those in the input, e.g., /AB/→AB   in the original 
conception. So the crucial point of our proposal is that the segmental 
material is contained even within a Fill-violating element X and that this 
epenthetic X is pronounceable or phonetically implemented. As for the 
mapping /ABC/→AB<C>, in which elements in the input are not parsed in 
the output, Prince and Smolensky (1993/2004) consider <C> as 
unpronounceable because it is not incorporated into the whole prosodic 
structure. However, we propose that even a Parse-violating deleted element 
<X> is incorporated into the prosodic structure and is viable in its structural 
projection even though it is not pronounceable or phonetically implemented. 
This is also a crucial difference from the original notion of containment. This 
new conception of projection/pronunciation in the output representations 
makes it possible for us to extend Goldrick’s idea to fairly general cases and 
develop a novel theory called Turbid Optimality Theory (hereafter, Turbid 
OT). 
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	 The following assumptions are building blocks in Turbid OT (cf. Tanaka 
(2014a,b,c, 2015, 2016)). First, constraints are categorized into the four types 
given in (3), based on the sensitivity of the output representations. Each of 
the three types in (3b-d) has an entailment relation between X and its turbid 
element, by definition, as shown in (4b-d). 
 
	 	 (3) Turbidity-Sensitive Constraints3 

a. X-Sensitive Con = constraints that are sensitive only to an element 
X (segment, stress, tone, association line, etc.) present in both the 
input and the output, or to a feature valueαX identical between 
both the input and the output. 

b. X-Sensitive Con = constraints that are sensitive to an element X, 
and its epenthesized counterpart X that is absent in the input but 
emergent in the output. 

c. |X|-Sensitive Con = constraints that are sensitive to a feature 
valueαX, and its opposite value |-αX| that is changed from the 
input to the output. 

d. <X>-Sensitive Con = constraints that are sensitive to an element X, 
X, and its deleted counterpart <X> that is present in the input but 
lost in the output. 

	 	 (4) Entailment Relation for Sensitivity3 
a. X-Sensitive = sensitive to X or toαX only 
b. X-Sensitive = sensitive to both X and X 
c. |X|-Sensitive Con = sensitive to bothαX and |-αX| 
d. <X>-Sensitive = sensitive to any of X, X, and <X> 
 

	 Given these turbidity-sensitive constraints and their entailment relations 
of sensitivity, we can make it possible to predict when and where the basic 
cases of opacity (underapplication and overapplication) occur. 

                                                   
3 Here again, X, |X|, and <X> indicate an epenthesized element, a changed feature 
value, and a deleted element, respectively. A constraint is “sensitive” to a certain 
element if its violability is influenced by the derivational history the element has. The 
sensitivity has an entailment relation, as (4) shows. Specifically, the sensitivity of X 
entails that of X; the sensitivity of |-αX| entails that of αX; and the sensitivity of <X> 
entails that of X and X. 
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Underapplication occurs when an element X or a feature valueαX in the 
input that is not a trigger/target of a certain process changes into the 
trigger/target-matching X or |-α X| in the output. This is true for 
‘counterfeeding on environment or on focus.’ Conversely, overapplication 
occurs when an element X or a feature valueαX in the input that is a 
trigger/target of a certain process changes into the 
trigger/target-non-matching X or |-αX| in the output.	 This is true for 
‘counterbleeding on environment or on focus.’ In addition, overapplication 
also occurs when an element X in the input that is a trigger of a certain 
process changes into <X> that is phonetically empty in the output, which 
counts as ‘counterbleeding on environment.’ 
	 In this theory, containment and correspondence can stand together. Parse 
and Fill, instead of Max and Dep, prohibit deletion and epenthesis, ruling 
out any outputs including <X> and X, while Ident forbids any feature change 
involving |-αX|. In the OT history, Ident was a crucial advantage of 
Correspondence Theory over Containment Theory, but one of the novel 
aspects of Turbid OT is that it succeeds in incorporating the Ident constraint 
into Containment theory. This new idea of devising the unidentical 
representation |-αX| for Ident violation is also a crucial difference from the 
classic version of Containment Theory, and in this way, various findings 
uncovered so far in Correspondent Theory survive here.4 
 
3.	 Applications 
3.1.	 Underapplication and Overapplication 
	 Now let us show some model cases of underapplication and overapplication, 
focusing on what McCarthy (1999) calls ‘counterfeeding on environment’ and 
‘counterbleeding on environment’, respectively. They can be observed when 
the so-called Canadian raising interacts with final devoicing and flapping, 
respectively. Raising and flapping are widely seen in Canadian English, 
while final devoicing may only be seen in some dialect of English, i.e., 
Dutchified English, in the southwestern part of Ontario where German 
immigrants live. 
                                                   
4 Incorporating containment into correspondence does not violate Ockham's razor, 
because their scopes and empirical consequences are entirely different from each other. 
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	 Canadian raising is a rule which raises underlying /ai/ and /au/ to [ᴧi] and 
[ᴧu] before voiceless consonants, as shown in (5a,b) (Harris (1951/1960), 
Chomsky (1964), et seq.). 
 
	 	 (5) Canadian Raising 

a. ride  [raid]  live [laiv] (adj.)  house [hauz] (v.)  owl [aul] 
b. write [rᴧit]   life [lᴧif]        house [hᴧus]      out [ᴧut] 

	 	 (6) Interaction with Final Devoicing 
a. ride  [rait]     hide [hait]     house [haus] (v.)  cloud [klaut] 
b. write [rᴧit]      height [hᴧit]   house [hᴧus]      clout [klᴧut] 

	 	 (7) Interaction with Flapping 
a. rider  [raiɾɚ]   cider [saiɾɚ]   louder  [lauɾɚ]  powder [pauɾɚ] 
b. writer [rᴧiɾɚ]   citer [sᴧiɾɚ]   shouter [ʃᴧuɾɚ]  outer  [ᴧuɾɚ] 
 

Interestingly enough, when some processes apply after this rule, they may 
create or erase the relevant environments and cause opacity, because the 
underlying contrast in the environments is neutralized and lost. That is, 
raising and final devoicing in (6a) are in counterfeeding order (i.e., 
raising(n.a.)→devoicing), leading to the apparent underapplication of raising 
on account of the following voiceless environment, while raising and flapping 
in (7b) are in counterbleeding order (i.e., raising→flapping), resulting in the 
apparent overapplication of raising due to the following voiced environment. 
	 In a case involving opacity, a ‘straight’ OT analysis necessarily results in a 
ranking paradox among the paradigm as in (8a), or makes an opaque output 
☹ harmonically-bounded by a transparent unwanted one as in (8b), so the 
desired optimal output never comes out in either case. 
 
	 	 (8) Straight Analyses 

a. ride /raid/ → [rait], not *[rᴧit] 
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b. writer /raitɚ/ → [rᴧiɾɚ], not *[raiɾɚ] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
	 However, Turbid OT, which carries over underlying contrasts in the 
paradigm even to the surface, wipes out such problems and makes the 
desired output win out in an analysis of either case, as shown in (9a,b). Here, 
L and V indicate the features [low] and [voice], respectively. 
 
	 	 (9) Turbid OT Analyses 

a. Interaction with Final Devoicing 
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b. Interaction with Flapping 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
The constraint *+L/_|+V| is a |X|-Sensitive Con, so it excludes *+L/_-V as 
well as *+L/_|+V| as a result of the entailment relation in (4c). In (9a), the 
surface coda consonant crucially preserves the underlying contrast of |-V| 
and -V depending on whether it was originally /d/ or /t/, and |-V| does not 
trigger raising even though it is voiceless on the surface. This is why 
underapplication or ‘counterfeeding on environment’ occurs here. On the 
other hand, in (9b), the crucial point is that the surface flap [F] preserves the 
underlying contrast of +V and |+V| depending on whether it was originally 
/d/ or /t/, and |+V| does trigger raising precisely because it was voiceless 
underlyingly. Hence, overapplication or ‘counterbleeding on environment’ is 
observed here. Note also that demoting *+L/_|+V| in (9a,b) below Ident 
correctly results in optimal forms with devoicing in Pennsylvania Dutchified 
English and those with flapping in General American English, which do not 
undergo raising. 
	 A common feature in both cases is that the underlying contrast and its 
related process (here, raising) is ‘masked’ by some other processes (such as 
final devoicing and flapping). Such ‘masking’ effects are divided in two ways: 
‘counterfeeding masking’ for the former case of underapplication, and 
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‘counterbleeding masking’ for the latter of overapplication. We clearly see 
that Turbid OT makes such a masked contrast visible to the constraint that 
controls the relevant process, and hence the masked process transparent.5 
 
3.2.	 Chain Shift 
	 Next, we will provide a theoretical analysis of chain shifting in the 
framework of Turbid OT, and demonstrate that Turbid OT can neatly 
capture a typical case of chain shifting, which Correspondence Theory runs 
into difficulties in accounting for. A chain shift is a phenomenon where two 
or more sounds shift stepwise along a certain phonetic scale. The most 
frequently observed pattern is a chain shift along a vertical vocalic scale, i.e., 
vowel raising, which is observed synchronically in Western Basque, Basaa, 
Lena Spanish, and Nzebi.6 The opaque nature of chain shifting lies in the 
fact that in the chain shift A→B→C, only underlying B changes into C, and B 
derived from A never changes into C, an underapplication of the process. So 
what is crucial is whether B is underlying or derived. 
	 In this section, we will examine a vowel raising chain shift in Western 
Basque, where in prevocalic position, underlying /e/ is mapped onto surface 
[i] and underlying /i/ is mapped onto surface [iy], but underlying /e/ is not 
mapped onto surface [iy] (de Rijk (1970), Hualde (1991: Ch.2), Kirchner 
(1995), and Moreton and Smolensky (2002) among others). This chain shift [e
→ i→ iy] involves what was called ‘counterfeeding on focus’ opacity by 
McCarthy (1999) and Baković (2007). From a rule-based point of view, this 
fact can be captured by assuming that the raising rule (i→iy/_V) precedes the 
other raising rule (e→i/_V). Namely, the latter rule creates or feeds an input 
to the former rule as its ‘focus,’ but it is too late for the former rule to apply. 
Because of this counterfeeding order, the former rule underapplies to the 

                                                   
5 Turbid OT and Łubowicz’s (2003) PC theory might appear somewhat similar in the 
sense that they have in common the mechanism to make the underlying contrasts 
visible to some constraints. However, they are different in the nature of output 
representations. In Turbid OT, derivational history is evident from, but covert in, its 
structural representations. There is no step in output representations. But in PC theory, 
derivational history is directly represented stepwise as a ‘chain,’ and the 
multiple-stepped chains are evaluated by the ranking of PC constraints. In that sense, 
it is similar to McCarthy’s (2007) OT-CC. 
6 For specific examples and analyses, see Kirchner (1996), Moreton and Smolensky 
(2002), and Łubowicz (2011). 
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derived [i] on the surface even though it is followed by a vowel. 
 
	 	 (10) Chain Shift in Western Basque as ‘Counterfeeding on Focus’ 
	 	 	 	 Input:     /seme-V/ ‘son’   /erri-V/ ‘village’ 
	 	 	 	 Raising Rule 1 (i→iy/_V):    -     erriy-V 
	 	 	 	 Raising Rule 2 (e→i/_V):  semi-V      - 
	 	 	 	 Output:    [semiV]   [erriyV] 
 
In order to analyze this pattern, let us assume following Kirchner (1995) that 
the relevant vowels have the following features. 
 
	 	 (11) Relevant Vowel Feature in Western Basque 
 
 
 
	 Now, we will demonstrate that this pattern of chain shifting poses a 
serious challenge to Correspondence Theory. More specifically, a ‘straight’ 
analysis results in a ranking paradox as in (12).  
 
	 	 (12) Straight OT Analysis 

	 	 a. Higher Raising Process: /i-V/ → [iyV] 
 
 
 
 
        b. Lower Raising Process: /e-V/ → *[iyV], not [iV] 
 
 
 
 
 
To ensure the higher raising process /i-V/→[iyV], *i/_V must dominate Ident 
as shown in (12a); however, the opposite ranking is required to guarantee 
the lower raising process /e-V/→[iV]. Otherwise, underlying /e-V/ would be 
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predicted to change into the unwanted *[iyV] in (12b). In this way, 
Correspondence Theory falls into a dilemma and cannot capture the whole 
chain shift [e→i→iy] with one and the same ranking. 
	 On the other hand, Turbid OT can capture this raising chain shift without 
any difficulty, which is clearly shown in (13). The crucial constraints here are 
*-hi, -rai/_V, an X-Sensitive Con, and *|-hi|, -rai/_V, an |X|-Sensitive Con. 
 
	 	 (13) Turbid OT Analysis 

	 	 a. Higher Raising Process: /i-V/ → [iyV] 
 
 
 

	 	 	 	 b. Lower Raising Process: /e-V/ → [iV] 

 
 
 
 
*-hi, -rai/_V is equivalent to *e/_V, a ban against [e] from the underlying only, 
so it excludes the first candidate in (13b) but leaves the first one in (13a) as it 
is. But *|-hi|, -rai/_V involves both *i/_V and *|e|/_V, prohibiting [i] 
unchanged from underlying /i/ as well as [e] derived from underlying /i/, 
which follows from the entailment relation in (4c). So it excludes both the 
first and the second candidates in (13a), and the optimal higher raising 
process /i-V/→[iyV] is ensured correctly. 
	 This section has demonstrated that Turbid OT can neatly capture the 
chain shift in question here. In future research, we need to investigate 
whether this approach can capture various other types of chain shifting than 
the Western Basque type and compare it empirically with other theoretical 
approaches such as local conjunction by Kirchner (1995, 1996) and PC theory 
by Łubowicz (2003). 
 
3.3.	 Fed-Counterfeeding 
	 Another case for Turbid OT over Correspondence Theory, which exhibits a 
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somewhat more complicated pattern than the basic counterfeeding opacity, 
is ‘fed-counterfeeding.’ This pattern involves two processes in which the first 
process feeds the second and the second counterfeeds the first at the same 
time. The seemingly complex configuration creates an intriguing implication 
for the logic of OT, and Turbid OT will turn out to reduce it to a very simple 
constraint interaction. 
	 For instance, let us examine the following two word-final processes in 
Lardil, an Australian Tangkic language: apocope, which requires nouns 
longer than two moras to undergo deletion of the final vowel, 7  and 
C-deletion, which forces non-apical consonants to be deleted in word-final 
position (Kavitskaya and Staroverov 2010: 256). Examples are given in (14). 
 
	 	 (14) Apocope and C-deletion in Lardil 

a. Apocope 
  stem  	 	 non-future accusative 	 nominative 

	 	 	 	  /yiliyili/	  →	 yiliyili-n 	  	 yiliyil	 	 	 ‘oyster sp’ 
	 	 	 	  /mayarra/ →	 mayarra-n 	  	 mayarr	 	  ‘rainbow’ 
	 	 	 	  /wiwala/ →	 wiwala-n 	 	 	 	  wiwal	 	 	 ‘bush mango’ 

b. C-deletion 
	 stem  	 	 non-future accusative 	 nominative 

	 	 	 	  /thurarraŋ/	 →	 thurarraŋ-in 	 thurarra	 	 ‘shark’ 
	 	 	 	  /wangalk/ →	 wangalk-in 	 wangal ‘boomerang’ 
	 	 	 	  /wuŋkunuŋ/ →	 wuŋkunuŋ-in 	 wuŋkunu ‘queen fish’ 

 
We see that in the nominative case, underlying vowels are deleted 
word-finally in (14a) and underlying non-apical consonants are deleted 
word-finally in (14b). Note here that apocope does not apply to vowels that 
are made final by C-deletion, as seen in thurarra ‘shark’ and wuŋkunu	 
‘queen fish’, which exhibit underapplication of apocope (and thus C-deletion 
counterfeeds apocope). 
	 But it is evident from (15) that apocope, even in the same order, feeds 

                                                   
7 This restriction of the deletion target means that even after deletion, the minimal 
word requirement of this language guarantees a form with the size of a 
bimoraic/bivocalic foot at least. 
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C-deletion, because C-deletion does apply to non-apical consonants that are 
made final by apocope. This is what the ‘fed-counterfeeding’ opacity is like, 
and specific derivations so far can be summarized as in (16). 
 
	 	 (15) Fed-counterfeeding 
	 	 	 	 stem   non-future accusative	  nominative 
	 	 	 	 /dibirdibi/ 	  →	 dibirdibi-n 	 	 dibirdi 	  ‘rock cod’ 
	 	 	 	 /bulumunidami/ →	 bulumunidami-n	 bulumunida	 ‘dugong’ 
	 	 	 	 /muŋkumuŋku/  →	 muŋkumuŋku-n	  muŋkumu 	  ‘wooden axe’ 
	 	 (16) Fed-counterfeeding of Apocope and C-deletion 
  	 	    Counterfeeding     Fed-Counterfeeding 
   	 	 Input:  /yiliyili/ /thurarraŋ/     /dibirdibi/ 
   	 	 Apocope:  yiliyil       -       dibirdib 
   	 	 C-deletion:    -   thurarra      dibirdi 
   	 	 Output:  yiliyil   thurarra      dibirdi   cf. DYG 
 
	 What is interesting about the interaction of the two processes is that it 
looks like the so-called ‘Duke of York gambit’ derivation in the sense that it 
proceeds as V#→C#→V#. This pattern is difficult to handle in classic OT 
(Tanaka 2014b,c). But even more interesting is the ‘synergism’ or the 
‘multiplier effect’ of mutual feeding in fed-counterfeeding. That is, a 
counterfeeding order usually blocks the application of the first process that 
would apply and be fed by the second process if the order were the opposite. 
But fed-counterfeeding makes this blockage cancelled and activates the 
original potential for the second process to feed the first, accelerating the 
mutual feeding power of the two. As a consequence, a form without any 
apical consonants like muŋkumuŋku ‘wooden axe’ might appear to undergo 
the two processes spirally until it becomes the minimal word muŋku (see 
footnote 5). But the fact is that the two processes apply only once, and this 
underapplication for sure makes Correspondence Theory fall into difficulty. 
	 Suppose that there are two markedness constraints involved here: *V/_#, 
which prohibits vowels in word-final position, and *C-Place/_#, which 
prohibits codas with a place feature in word-final position under the 
assumption that apical (coronal, anterior) consonants do not have their own 
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place feature. Then a ‘straight’ analysis would proceed as shown in (17). 
 
	 	 (17) Straight OT Analysis with Fed-counterfeeding 

a. Forms with Apical Consonants: /dibirdibi/ → [dibirdi] 
 
 
 
 
 b. Forms without Apical Consonants: /muŋkumuŋku/ → [muŋkumu] 
 
 
 
 
 
The tableaux in (17a,b) mercilessly illustrate that the desired outputs with ☹ 
are harmonically-bound by the first candidate of each tableau and never 
come out as optimal.8 
	 Now Turbid OT opens a door to solve this problem in a very simple manner, 
as shown in (18). 
 
	 	 (18) Turbid OT Analysis with Fed-counterfeeding 
 a. Forms with Apical Consonants: /dibirdibi/ → [dibirdi] 
 
 
 
 
                                                   
8 One possible solution is to use an antifaithfulness constraint like ¬Max in line with 
Alderete (1999/2001, 2001) and Horwood (1999), since the stem/nominative relation in 
(14) and (15) tells a bare fact of subtractive morphology in this language. As exemplified 
by the following tableaux, this proves to work well if we rank *C-Place/_# over Anchor-R 
as defined in a way that the rightmost consonant of a stem in the input has a 
correspondent at the right edge of a word in the output. 

	 	  
However, its effectiveness is specific to morphophonological processes including 
subtractive morphology, and we are thinking here of a general method to overcome 
various types of opacity. So we do not adopt a solution with antifaithfulness here. 
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 b. Forms without Apical Consonants: /muŋkumuŋku/ → [muŋkumu] 
 
 
 
 
 
Crucial here are the turbidity-based definitions of the two markedness 
constraints: *V/_# is a <X>-Sensitive Con such that any of X, X, and <X> in 
its environment is visible and that V in the environment _<Xn># is not final 
or banned; conversely, *C-Place/_# is an X-Sensitive Con such that only 
underlying and surface X in its environment is visible and that *C in the 
environment _<Xn># is final and banned. Thus, in (18a,b), the second 
candidates with invisible <Xn> violate *C-Place/_#, while the third 
candidates with visible <Xn> survive *V/_# and become optimal. 
	 Incidentally, postnasal voicing in Japanese (e.g., sin-ta→sin-da ‘died’) is 
known to underapply to cases in which vowels are deleted in colloquial 
speech, such as ano-toki→an-toki ‘that time’ and oreno-uti→oren-ti ‘my 
house’. This can be simply accounted for if *NC, a ban on voiceless 
obstruents immediately preceded by nasals, is a <X>-Sensitive Con just like 
*V/_# and the visible deleted vowels actually block the adjacency of nasals 
and voiceless obstruents in an<o>toki and oren<o><u>ti. 
	 Finally, Kavitskaya and Staroverov (2010) take up fed-counterfeeding as a 
challenge to HS and propose a solution within that framework. But we do not 
adopt it for the reasons mentioned in section 1. 
 
3.4.	 Input-Sensitive Tone Shift 
	 Let us now turn to the issue of tone, a topic that has also played an 
important role in the development of generative phonology for decades. 
Kisseberth (2007) points out that H-tone shifting attested in several Bantu 
languages is problematic for OT because of their opaque nature. The opacity 
of tone shifting is caused by the fact that the surface location of an H tone 
may be computed relative to its underlying location and/or the underlying 
location of a following tone. In this section we discuss both types of 
sensitivity to input tones in Bantu languages, and show how they can be 
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accounted for in Turbid OT. 
	 What we take up here is the pattern of local tone shifting observed in Jita 
(Downing (1990, 2009)), where H tones surface one syllable to the right of 
their ‘sponsor syllable,’ i.e., their underlying location. Examples from Jita 
adopted from Downing (2009) are presented in (19), where H tones are 
indicated by acute accent marks, and the underlying sponsors by underlines. 
 
	 	 (19) Local Tone Shift in Jita 
	 	 	   oku-bóna ‘to get/see’ 

  oku-bonéra ‘to get/see for (applicative)’ 
  oku-bonérana ‘to get/see for each other’ 

 
The basic generalization for Jita is that an H tone is realized on the syllable 
immediately to the right of the underlying sponsor, except if doing so would 
result in the H tone being realized on the final syllable. As can be seen in the 
first examples of (19a) and (19b), the H tone remains on its sponsor, avoiding 
a violation of NonFinality(H). 

In derivational models, such ‘bounded’ tone shifts as seen above can be 
captured in terms of a two-step process in which tone spreading is followed 
by delinking of the tone from its underlying position (Downing 1990), as in 
(20a). But in Turbid OT, they are just matters of such association lines 
represented in a single output as in (20b). 
 
	 	 (20) Spreading and Delinking 
	 	 	 	 a. σσ      σσ    b. σ σ    c. σσσ…    σσσ… 
     ¦⋰   →   ǂ/	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 <¦>/	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ¦	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 →	 	 	 ¦	  

        H         H           H           H            H 
 
Obviously, these are two operations that are ordered in a specific way. In 
parallel OT with correspondence, such ordering of operations is not available, 
and there is no way but to capture this pattern as tone movement like (20c). 
However, it is unclear how the locality of movement is ensured and how the 
underlying location (i.e., the sponsor syllable) can be determined after the 
movement. This poses a serious problem to correspondence-based OT.9 
                                                   
9 In order to deal with tone shift cases like those in Jita, it has been proposed that a 
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In Turbid OT, on the other hand, the Jita data can be easily accounted for 
because all input information is present in the output. This can be shown by 
the two input-output mappings in (21). 

 
	 	 (21) Tone Shift in Jita 
	 	 	 	 	 Input  Output    Unattested 
	 	 	 	 a. oku-bona  oku-bóna  *oku-boná 
         ¦	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ¦	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 <¦>/	 

      H      H   	 	 	 H 
	 	 	 	 b. oku-bonera  oku-bonéra  *oku-bónéra 
   ¦	 	 	 	 <¦>/	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ¦	 /	 	 	 

    H         	 H         H 
 
As pointed out above, the absence of a tone shift in (21a) can be accounted for 
by NonFinality(H)-|, which turns out to be a X-Sensitive Con. However, 
there are two facts that remain to be accounted for. First of all, we need to 
explain why tone spreading occurs in forms like (21b) in the first place. 
Second, we need to explain why the original underlying association line is 
delinked in the output form. As for tone spreading, let us assume that this 
operation is triggered by the need for an H tone to be binary, i.e., to be 
associated to more than one tone-bearing unit. Similar Tone-Binarity 
constraints have been proposed in Cassimjee and Kisseberth’s (1998) 
domain-based approach as well as Zec’s (2009) autosegmental approach. In 
terms of turbid representations, the Tone-Binarity constraint can be 
assumed to be <X>-sensitive: Binarity(H)-<|>. This constraint is satisfied 
when an H tone is linked to two association lines of any type. The reason why 
the underlying association line | in (21b) appears as bracketed < > in the 
output can be accounted for by means of another <X>-sensitive Con, 
Unique-Peak, which is satisfied only when an H tone is linked to a single 
non-delinked association line. This constraint, which reflects the tendency of 
                                                                                                                                                     
gradient alignment constraint that demands a tone to be aligned as far to the right as 
possible within a word or a phrase (Align-R) interacts with a constraint that restricts 
the movement of a tone to a directly neighboring tone-bearing unit (Myers (1997) and 
Yip (2002)). An example of such a constraint is Myers’ (1997) anchoring constraint Local, 
which demands (the syllable hosting) a tone in the output to share at least one edge 
with (the syllable that hosts) the tone in the input. However, a constraint like Local 
cannot account for yet another type of phenomenon in which reference to the location of 
another input tone is necessary, as in the Xhosa case discussed below. 
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a syllable with an H tone to stand out as prominent relative to other 
syllables, is ranked above Binarity(H)-<|>, and thereby ensures the 
unattested form in (21b) does not surface. 
	 The existence of different types of turbidity-sensitive Tone-Binarity 
predicts that there are also languages in which an H tone must spread twice.  
Interestingly, such languages do exist. For instance, in Sukuma (Sietsema 
(1989)), another Bantu language, H tones prefer to be realized two syllables 
to the right of the sponsor syllable, as in (22b). In other words, in Sukuma,  
tone shifting is non-local. 
 
	 	 (22) a. Jita: σ σ́ σ  b. Sukuma: σ σ σ́ 
  <¦>/	 	 	 	 	 	 	 <¦></>/ 

 H        H 
  
The local vs. non-local difference between Jita and Sukuma can be neatly 
accounted for by means of a difference in turbidity sensitivity.  As pointed 
out above, for Jita, the Tone-Binarity constraint can be assumed to be 
<X>-sensitive, which means it is satisfied when an H tone is linked to two 
association lines of any type. In Sukuma, on the other hand, the relevant 
constraint can be assumed to be Binarity(H)-|: an H tone is preferably 
linked to two inserted association lines (even if one of these inserted 
association lines is ‘delinked’ at the same time due to high-ranked Unique 
Peak). 

Let us now move on to tone shifting in Xhosa. In this language, whether 
an underlying H tone can shift to the right depends on whether the target 
syllable is not followed by another H-sponsor syllable, regardless of whether 
this following sponsor syllable carries an H tone in the output. Kisseberth 
(2007) points out that this fact is problematic for an output-based 
autosegmental approach. In order to show this, let us first consider the data 
from Xhosa verbs with underlyingly toneless stems in (23) and with 
underlyingly tonal stems in (24), which are adapted from Cassimjee and 
Kisseberth (1998: 81-82). The lengthening of the penultimate syllable is the 
result of this syllable being stressed. 
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	 	 (23) Toneless Verb Stems in Xhosa 
	 	 	 	 a. ndi-ya-baala ‘I count’ 
	 	 	 	 	 ba-yá-baala ‘they count’ 
	 	 	 	 b. ndi-ya-liima ‘I cultivate’ 
	 	 	 	 	 ba-yá-liima ‘to find each other’ 
	 	 (24) Tonal Verb Stems in Xhosa 
	 	 	 	 a. bá-ya-bóóna   ‘they see’ 
	 	 	 	 b. bá-ya-boníísa  ‘they show’ 
	 	 	 	 	 bá-ya-bonísiisa ‘they show clearly’ 
 
In the first examples of (23a,b), the first person prefix ndi-, the present tense 
prefix ya-, and the stems are all toneless. In the second examples of (23a,b), 
on the other hand, the H-bearing third person plural prefix ba- causes an H 
to surface on the immediately following syllable.10  
	 Crucial here are cases of verbs with tonal stems (stems in which the initial 
syllable sponsors an H tone) in (24), where the H tone sponsored by a prefix 
fails to shift at all. The presence of a tone shift in ba-yá-baala (23a) and 
ba-yá-liima (23b) and the absence of one in bá-ya-bóóna (*ba-yá-bóóna) (24a) 
can be explained without making reference to input tones: shifting the H of 
the prefix ba- would result in two adjacent H tones, violating the Obligatory 
Contour Principle (OCP; Goldsmith (1976/1979)). However, forms like 
bá-ya-boníísa (*ba-yá-boníísa) and bá-ya-bonísiisa (*ba-yá-bonísiisa) in (24b) 
can only be explained in terms of the OCP if there are intermediate forms 
like bá-yá-bóníísa  bá-yá-bónísiisa, in which spreading has taken place, but 
delinking has not yet taken place. As pointed out by Kisseberth (2007), if 
constraints only have access to output representations, the blocking of the 
shift in forms like those in (24b) is unexpected.  
	 Because in turbid representations, all input information is visible in the 
output, the Xhosa patterns can be easily accounted for. First, the OCP 
constraint we need is defined from the perspective of turbid representations 

                                                   
10 In the case of Xhosa, shifting H tones actually target the antepenultimate syllable, rather than the 
immediately following syllable. In the examples in (23), these two syllables coincide with each other. 
Because for the present discussion it is not relevant in what way we can account for a shift to the 
antepenultimate syllable, we will only focus on cases in which the H tone sponsored by a prefix fails 
to shift at all. 
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as in (25). The OCP(H) is a <X>-Sensitive Con that is violated whenever two 
different instances of H have any association line of ¦, ¦, and <¦> linked to 
adjacent tone-bearing units in the output. The entailment relation of 
sensitive elements follows from (4d). Given this constraint and turbid output 
representations, the Xhosa patterns in (24) are accounted for as in (26). 
 
	 	 (25) OCP(H)-<|> = <X>-Sensitive Con 

Two H tones are not associated to adjacent TBUs, regardless of the 
nature of the association lines (i.e., ¦,	 ¦,	 and	 <¦>). 

	 	 (26) Tone Shift in Xhosa 
	 	 	 	 	 Input  Output   Unattested 
	 	 	 	 a. ba-ya-boona bá-ya-bóóna  *ba-yá-booná 
     ¦	 	 	 	 	 ¦	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ¦	 	 	 	 	 ¦	 	 	 <¦>/	 	 <¦>/	 

    H    H   H    H    H     H 
	 	 	 	 b. ba-ya-boniisa bá-ya-boníísa  *ba-yá-boníísa  
     ¦	 	 	 	 	 ¦	 	 	 ¦	 	 	 	 <¦>/	 	 	 <¦>/	 <¦>/	 

    H    H   H    H  	 H    H 
 
As in the case of Jita, the absence of a shift of the second H in (26a) can be 
accounted for by the X-Sensitive Con NonFinality(H)-|.11 More importantly, 
the H tone linked to the prefix fails to shift because this would entail a 
violation of the OCP(H)-<|>. For the same reason, the tone shift from the 
prefix is avoided in (26b), and only the tone shift within the stem applies 
here. 
	 In summary, by adopting turbid representations and constraints that refer 
to these representations, the need of output H tones to refer to the original 
input location can be dealt with in terms of a single representation. In a 
parallel correspondence-based analysis that makes use of autosegmental 
representations, on the other hand, the opaque behavior of H tones in 
languages like Jita and Xhosa cannot be accounted for. This is one of the 
reasons why Cassimjee and Kisseberth (1998) argue in favor of abstract tone 
domains that are projected by input tones. Turbid OT, using independently 
motivated representations, makes it possible to account for the OCP-nature 
                                                   
11 Note here that a long vowel like bóó in (26a) and níí in (26b) by penultimate 
lengthening has a single association line. This is due to the fact that tone-bearing units 
in this language are syllables or that penultimate lengthening applies after spreading. 
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and locality of tone shifts without making any reference to such tone-specific 
domains that do not seem to be motivated otherwise. 
 
4.	 Conclusion and Further Issues 
	 We have shown four case studies in which some opaque processes are 
accounted for by evolving representations and constraints in a new form of 
containment based on turbidity. This can be done under Turbid OT in 
thoroughly output-oriented, parallel fashion. Concerning other arguments in 
favor of Turbid OT, see Tanaka (2014a,b, 2015) for underspecification, 
Tanaka (2016) for opacity under blocking (underblocking and overblocking), 
and Tanaka (2014b,c) for the Duke-of-York gambit derivations. 
	 The basic picture of Turbid OT just sketched above will be more clarified 
by the following supplementary comments. First, containment and 
correspondence are not incompatible but can stand in tandem by reusing the 
Parse/Fill constraints in a new conception and renewing the Ident constraint 
with turbidity. So various findings uncovered by Correspondence Theory are 
still alive in Turbid OT. Second, only markedness constraints are qualified to 
be turbidity-sensitive, as defined in (3). For faithfulness constraints, which 
are not turbidity-sensitive but ‘turbidity-prohibitive,’ each can be 
formulated in the following way: Parse as *<X>, Fill as *X, and Ident as *|-
αX|. By ‘turbidity-prohibitive,’ we mean that turbid representations like 
*<X>, *X, *|-αX| are prohibited. Third, it is not an acquired property 
whether a certain markedness constraint is an X-Sensitive Con or takes any 
other form of turbidity. Turbidity is not an acquired property. Rather, a 
markedness constraint can universally have any form of turbidity in (3), 
although its exact form relies partially on the constraint’s nature: whether it 
is a constraint on segment, stress, tone, association line, etc. or a constraint 
on feature. Constraints are universal, and only their ranking can decide 
whether a certain process exhibits opacity or stays transparent. Finally, we 
have not shown any empirical advantages or superiority of Turbid OT over 
other strategies for conquering opacity proposed so far. As stated in section 1, 
we believe that it has some conceptual advantages over HS in terms of 
economy and simplicity, but we will leave empirical issues for further 
research. 
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	 In conclusion, correspondence and containment are the two sides of a coin. 
Correspondence necessarily causes opacity effects, and the effects are 
sufficiently covered by containment. One needs and entails the other, and 
one is unseparable from the other. Turbid OT allows the two to stand in 
tandem and classic OT to revive as in parallel as ever. 
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